Step 1:
Doodling 4 half spheres for both sides of the mini bag.

Step 2:
Doodle the sticks one by one as the construction of the mini bag.

Step 3:
Stick the half shpere and sticks together.

Step 4:
Stick the sticks separately in order to structure the shape of mini bag.

Step 5:
Outline 2 half sphere and across with the stricks in order to make it stable.

Step 6:
Using the paper tab to cover the surface of the mini bag.
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Step 7:
Measure the size of fabric that is able to suit the mini bag inside.

Step 8:
Doodle the edge of the mini bag in order to stick between the plastic and fabric.

Step 9:
Doodle on the cover of the mini bag.

Step 10:
Doing the same way for another half-cylinder.

Step 11:
Start to doodle the buckles and remember to left some space for the magnets.

Step 12:
Insert the magnets in the space inside the buckles.
Step 13:
Stick the buckles on the edge of the mini bag.

Step 14:
Measure the circumference of the plastic.

Step 15:
Doodler the hinge look like a cylinder.

Step 16:
Stick the hinges on the edge of the mini bag and insert one plastic strand inside.

Step 17:
Doodle 2 little balls.

Step 18:
Stick at the start and end of the plastic strand in order it will not fall off.
Step 19:
Doodle the crimps on both sides of the mini bag in order to tie with the rope.

Step 20:
You can doodle the rope by flexy plastic or buy a real rope to tie with the mini bag.